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LOGLINE
Months in advance, the inhabitants of the small village of Peliatan, in the southern highlands of Bali, prepare for the celebration of the new year "Nyepi".
Highlight of the festival is a colorful parade in which they carry monumental, home-made figures of gods and demons through the village. We accompany the
legendary artist Kan Kulak and other protagonists, such as the dancer Devi Sukmaerita, in their preparations and experience a cosmos of deeply rooted
symbiosis between the villagers and their gods and demons.

IDEA AND REALIZATION
Nyepi is the name of the Balinese New Year's Day and the highest Hindu holiday in Bali. On this occasion, the villages of this uniquely beautiful island hold
festivities in March on the eve of the new year in which they loudly and expressively drive out the evil spirits on the island so as to start the new year purified.
This wild night is followed by a day of magical silence that marks the beginning of the new year: Nyepi. A highlight of the New Year's celebration are the
breathtaking and monstrous Ogoh-Ogoh figures made of plaster and papier-mâché, made every year by Balinese artists such as Kan Kulak and loudly carried
through the village on the eve of the Balinese New Year and – in the end - burned. His work tells the story surrounding the culture of the Balinese New Year
and its mystical figures that combine ancient stories with artistic freedom.
In our documentary, we take viewers into the fascinating life of Balinese artist Kan Kulak in the context of the New Year's festival. The Balinese artist legend
lives in the village of Peliatan, in the immediate vicinity of the small town of Ubud. Located in the southern highlands of Bali, Ubud is known as a cultural
center for traditional crafts and dance.
We accompany artist Kan Kulak and his circle of artist friends and villagers in the process of creating the Ogoh-Ogoh until the grand finale, when the figures
are presented in the parade. The entire neighborhood cooperates in the planning and making of the figures out of papier-mâché and natural materials. It is a
community project. Each age group contributes their own Ogoh-Ogoh. The figures are based on a variety of legends and myths of evil creatures, demons,
witches, cannibals, vampires, and elemental forces on the volcanic island.
We follow our protagonist Kan Kulak as he rides his moped across the rice fields to the farm of his artist friends Lebah and Ebong, his black-and-white drawings
of the characters in his baggage. Here they discuss initial ideas. The pandemonium of figures is vividly illustrated with examples.

We immerse ourselves in Hindu mythology and experience the creaturesas they take shape week after week. The artists design the figures and all the villagers
are involved in their realization. The dancer Devi Sukmaerita rehearses her role as the goddess Sariswati, who drives away the demon. Everyone in Peliatan
has his/her task, be it preparing and working on the materials or just cooking to feed the workers. Even the priest, who accompanies the days before the New
Year spiritually and who, as part of this, performs a purification ceremony, is himself an artist. In conversation with him we learn more about the tension
between tradition and modernity, and the resulting challenges. Whereas the ritual cleansing ceremony three days before the New Year is primarily religious
in nature, the monster parade - the Night of the Ogoh-Ogoh - is quite different. Much more playful, light, modern - similar to carnival. Actually, Ogoh-Ogoh
did not become part of the old-rooted Nyepi ceremonies until the early 1980s. Finally, the day of the parade arrives. Musicians gather. As they slowly warm
up and begin to play, the entire village slowly comes together and lines the streets. The Spirits rise. The bearers of the figures organize themselves; Kan Kulak
heads his group with the megaphone. At sundown, the show gets underway. The demons and spirits come to life. Accompanied by chants and drums and
illuminated by bizarre lighting, the bearers whirl wildly in circles with the large figures. With the camera we get right in the middle of it and let ourselves be
drawn into the intoxicating spell.
Our journey ends with New Year's Day - the day of silence, when the country actually stands still. Empty streets, no lights turned on, no radio, no machines,
no cars. Work stops, even the airport is closed. At home, people do not talk more than necessary. The evil spirits, driven away loudly in the evening, are made
to believe that the village is now deserted - so that they do not return to the villages to irritate the inhabitants.
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KAN KULAK
A legend among the artists of Bali. Kan Kulak portrays Balinese culture - he himself seems like a powerful Balinese
spirit. His zest for life and devotion to Bali's precious culture are expressed in his paintings, some of which are
reminiscent of Gauguin's colorful expressionism. Most of all, he loves to work on new art in the quiet retreat of his
studio. Kan Kulak also heads collaborative projects such as designing and overseeing the production of giant bull
sarcophagi for cremation ceremonies or the creation of Ogoh-Ogoh monsters.
DEVI
The dancer embodying the goddess Sariswati who faces the demon.
Devi Sukmaerita was trained in Balinese dance at the royal palace
of Peliatan and confidently bridges tradition and the challenges
of modernity.

LEBAH
Sculptor, friend of Kan Kulak, lives in a quiet courtyard in the ricefields.
He implements Kan Kulak's Ogoh Ogoh figures.

EPONG
Artist and friend of Kan Kulak, a multi-talented artist who works as a
painter, sculptor and photographer.
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